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Attention, Consumers : 
BOALSBURG. Fe 4TH 1s me - + - Mar ws , iam requirements, an adequate line of the 

Af ra (leory: } Aove } 4 : " ’ : ' i NE ey oi D elect hel to an alle the N merchandise : 

> have just stocked up for your j 

Cement Spray Materials 
Fertilizers Chick Starter 
Fencing Growing Mash 
Roofing Fine Chick Feed 
Imp. Plows & Repairs Dairy Feed 
Harrows Meat Scraps 
Cultivators Oyster Shells, &c. 

BOOKS BOUGHT COAL of All Sizes. 
RVs Soopcrate with thi UALITY 

DISE have it 

CENTRE HALL ELEVATOR & COAL YARD FOR OVER 40 YE. ARS 
WM. McCLENAHAN, PROP. HALL'S CA VIM MEDICINE has | er 
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Real Estate 
Large Increase In 

Want to Buy or Sell ? 

$82 us RST Dodge Brothers Sales 
3 Fog ol Tue 1 % "n 
Dod ars % 
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Bory. se ee "|B. Sour Wert, 3. of 1 Tain sd and 
PINE GROVE MILLS | ORPHANS COURT SALE. 

Chas. D. Bartholomew 
CENTRE HALL, PA, 
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WE ARE DAIRYMEN, 
TOO. 
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